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Elevator Ropes 

Elevator Ropes – There are two primary types of ways an elevator moves up and down. For low-

rise applicatons (buildings between two and four foors) hydraulic jacks are king. The jacks can 

be in- ground or above ground, single stage or telescopic and can provide nearly 100 feet of 

travel depending on the circumstances and need.

They are most ofen the wisest choice if you are wantng to go just a couple foors or so. When 

you hit fve foors plus you have to start looking at several diferent optons and once your 

elevator requirements move beyond 100 feet there really is only one way to go and that is with 

a roped system.  The only excepton to the rule is a crazy hybrid that uses both ropes and 

hydraulics (roped hydraulic). These are getng as rare as unicorns.

The types of rope in an elevator can vary depending on the job that they need to do.

→ Hoisting Ropes – These are the ropes you see in all the movies.  Several are used to 

suspend the elevator cab and make the car go up and down. These are also the cables used for 

the counterweights as the counterweights and elevator car are in the same system. The 

counterweights do just what they are called; they counter the weight of the elevator car when 

loaded so it takes less efort to move the car up and down. High-strength ropes are used in high

rises due to the required speeds that you see today. For instance the fastest moving elevator 

car in the world, hits a speed that you would fnd on freeways; an astounding 45 miles per 

hour! Ultmately the grade of steel is not only determined by the speed but on the car capacity 

as well. The heavier the weight the car can lif, the higher strength required.

→ Governor Ropes – A governor is part of elevator safety that you will fnd in the hoistway 

or overhead space. The second that an elevator car starts falling or even rising too fast, the 

governor triggers the safety mounted on the car frame and brings the car to a halt. The 



  

governor rope runs over the governor sheave and down to the elevator car and is atached to 

the safety trip mechanism. The governor rope contnues all the way down to the pit and runs 

under a sheave down there and then makes the journey back to the governor. This governor 

rope arrangement forms a contnuous loop while the elevator moves up and down the 

hoistway. If the car starts going too fast, centrifugal force pushes fyweights outward in the 

governor against the spring.  In simplistc terms it tells the brakes to kick in and stops the car 

from falling or rising too quickly. As this entre safety system relies on the governor rope, it is 

very important that it is reliable and in great working conditon.

→ Compensating Ropes – Turns out that all of the cable or rope to make an elevator car go 

up and down is really heavy. This is especially true for really tall buildings. Think about this; a 

standard one inch elevator cable can weigh 1.85 pounds per foot. As elevator cable makes 

several trips up and down the hoistway, this weight can really add up. So compensatng ropes 

“compensate” for all the weight of the hoistng ropes on the car or counterweight side. 

Probably any elevator that exceeds 100  of travel needs these ropes that are connected to the ′
sling that holds the car and the counterweight frame.

The most important thing about any elevator rope is that they must be in good operatng 

conditon at all tmes. This means inspected ofen. The technician when performing routne 

checks doesn’t just look up the hoistway, nod their head and move on; they must check the 

ropes closely for proper tension, any wear paterns, the diameter of the rope, any rustng, 

pitng or breaks in strands, the sheaves, proper lubricaton and connectons.

The illustration below shows how the 2:1 roping is confgureddand an actual 2:1 roping 

elevator in action.

                        


